English

Science

Maths

Claude in the City by A.T. Smith (Adventure stories).

Seasonal Changes: Observe and describe Winter turning

Work with numbers 0-100. Can you partition numbers into tens

into Spring.

and ones?

Beegu by A. Deacon (Sci-Fi story).

Cross-curricular links:
Reading and writing instructions about making marmalade
sandwiches.
Drama: act out a Paddington adventure.

Improve your counting in 2s, 5s and 10s.

Animals including Humans

Developing skills in: adding, subtracting, doubling and halving

Look at different kinds of pets. Find out how to care for

numbers. Find the difference between two numbers.

animals. Explore mammals. Compare birds and reptiles,

Explore measurement practically and tell the time (o’clock and

omnivores eat?

amphibians and fish. What do carnivores, herbivores and

half past).

Create a fact file about Paddington Bear.

Cross-curricular links:

Pack a suitcase and write a list of items.
Read stories by author Michael Bond. Look

Art and Design

Find out about our favourite sandwiches. Which are the most or

at characters, events and settings.

Can buildings speak? Explore shapes and

least popular? Find out about our pets. Create a survey and

Recount -Write a postcard to Aunt Lucy.

patterns within buildings and create a mural.

interpret the results.

1.
Design and Technology

Finding costs of visiting attractions trip to London.

Who has tried a marmalade sandwich before? Can you design,

Explore the Paddington sculptures in London.
Which do you like the best? Create your own
design.
Work as a group to make a Paddington bear

make and evaluate a healthier sandwich than Paddington’s?

Year 1

Explore the craft of Peruvian weaving.

painting or collage.

PE

Spring Term
SMSC
Going for Goals: Think really hard about what
you want and what you will need to do
to achieve it.

Gymnastics and Dance:

2017
Paddington Hook Day

Develop your balance, agility and
co-ordination. Perform dances

2017

using simple movement patterns.

Music

2016
Geography
Investigate Peru and London. Describe geographical features.
Locate places, continents, oceans and capital cities on a map and
a globe. Can you follow compass directions?

RE
Caring for the
world.
How can we
keep the world
special?

Learn the Paddington song.
Listen to Peruvian music: pan pipes.
Charanga: In the Groove and Rhythm in the
Way We Walk and Banana Rap. Listen and
appraise different musical styles. Learn new
songs and perform together.

Computing
Learn about algorithms. Create and
debug simple programs:
Walking with Dinosaurs and
Pictures Tell A Thousand Words.

.

